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SOME NOTES
ON WOSE OF VIDEO

Vito Acconci

1
.

Face-to-face contact: person on-

	

edy): `There's nothing comic. About a
screen faces person in front of-screen .

	

face twenty feet tall.' In contrast, the
(The video-viewer is met by a screen

	

face on video can be handled --with a
approximately face-size- whereas, in

	

little effort, you pan bounce it around
film, the viewer encounters a screen

	

like a ball. (Possibly video thakes/it
twenty ;feet high.) ,

	

-

	

hard to work in a single key -,Tlo
2. p'ilm'a landscape, since (the sound

	

tragedy, no horror, no spectacle,
comes from somethingtoo large to be

	

nothing sacred; it thickens, or mdd- '
a person - talk functions as

	

dies, the plot:
background music, myth-making

	

9, Earlier pieces of mine played on dle
`titles'). Video x,close-up, sound,

	

notions of themonitor, the video bb?t.-
3. Video-viewer sits close to the'screen

	

bither I was alone, workingwth myself
-- the distance Edward Hall calls

	

in feedback ;"or 1 worked -wit" another
`personal distance;'

	

where three-

	

person, either in physical `combat' or
dimensionality is emphasized . :But the

	

in,Akind of ESP test . The viewer was
image on video is flat, grainy -video,

	

place outside a private chamber,
then, serves to decrease distance, to

	

. watching a goal being reached (cf: the
approach Hall's `intimate distance,'

	

living-room situations of TV -soap-
where vision is blurred and distorted

	

opera, talk-shows),
(appropriately,

	

the

	

video

	

image

	

18. The more recent pieces might ~be
presents itself in dots),

	

said to. play on the notion of video
4. Since sharp focus is lost, there's a

	

`dots': the monitor is a point in a space
dependence on sound. Butit might be - that includes the viewer, a circle that's
difficult to talk about something (Mar-,

	

completed by the viewer - my point
tin . Joos: 'An utterance in intimate

	

points to the viewer, jabs at the viewer
distance avoids giving the addressee

	

(cf. TV newscasts, commercials).
information from outside the speaker's

	

11, Myfirst-question is: where am I in'skin. . .The point is simply to remindremind
- hardly 'inform' -the addressee of

	

relation to the viewer --above, below,
some feeling inside the speaker's

	

to the We, hidden . 'Once this :is
skin') .

	

established, then I can figure out the
reason formyphysical position, I can
decide what i have to' do, what I
should say,

12 . Problem: A's hard for me to take a
videotape as seriously as on insWla-;
tion ;piece (the installation can,= of
course, include video' -"-but, in that "
case, the tape is part of the whole
sititation, and not a videotape in : itself
e.g. Cordmand -Performance at j 12

Green Street);' At the same time, I
probably think, of certain video:pikes
of mine as more `perfect,' more
'complete,' than most of my installa-
tion pieces .

5. If both the image and the sound in
video are only `basic,' only 'outlines,'
there might be two approaches : either
avoid habitual senses altogether, and
concentrate on 'pure-energy' transmis-
sion -- or, on the other hand, be
humanly `pushy': I can pushup against
the screen, as ifto throw myself on the
viewer, as if to fight-the neutrality of
the situation, push myself: through.
6. :Video, then, as a place to keep
moving, keep talking - improvise --
take it back and start again=cling to
my position in front of the viewer,
don't give it up, don't lose his or her
attention.
7. Paraphrasing Godard: video might
be the fear of dots, of 'grayness, ~of
neutrality, of flatness, of interference,
of the viewer in an armchair.

.
.

8. Charlie Chaplin (talking about the
necessity for long shots in film com-

13. The problem is that it's too easy to
have a 'complete' videotape: because
the terms -as they seem to exist now,
in the normal 'artist's tape' -w are
limited, isolated : there's no reap
viewing context that can be considered
as part of the termsof the piece. (E.8,.

	

,
if the context were a public broadcast,

then a piece would require con-
siderations of dispersal, various
geographical areas, particular viewing
times, etc., in the same way that I
would consider particular quirks of a
room for an installation .)
14. The problem is that a videotape is
'thrown into' a gallery. The room is
usually darkened, probably with fixed
seating - the tape, then, becomes a

spectacle and loses its quality of `home
companion' ; there's a crowd of people
in front of a monitor-too many faces
to come face to face with ; there might
be more than one monitor showing the
same tape - so that I can't have a
definite point to stand in,
15 . Possibilities for aviewing situation:
two walls, each about eight feet square,
facing each other, about three, feet

between them - the video monitor is
placed in the middle of one wall, at
eye-level - the sound is adjusted to
normal speaking volume (the viewer,
then, . has to actively meet the image: he
can stand outside and catch ohly
glimpses, only mumblings: or he can
squeeze in between the walls and edge
up to it : or he can step right up and put
his face against the screen

.



Joan Jonas -

-

August

	

,19?4

	

Fawn Grove, Pa.

	

o we entered the hidden meadow. It.was green and
1

	

nrod and
favorite road that go

	

Queen Anne'sTook. a beautiful walk today -- started out down my~

	

Yellow bright with hi~'g .o de

	

Q
goes by the pines, and the cornfield

	

Lace (have to know my flowers)
. > Silent. -Bugs;

below the hidden meadow. I was not planning to go to

	

Crickets very loud here : After some time I started
themeadow and as I walked by I thought I didn't wont walking toward where I thought I had entered . The
to -- instead to branch down by the stream . Furt~er } trees are thick around the field. I noticed that they

direct1

	

toward a smallsmallit -surrounded me . We walkedwalked

	

ectn down , the road there was an inviting green sunl

	

Y
`e a path inin tuned o,ut �to b

	

pfield: Tturned and started walking up the hill . A11 ,of a

	

opening through the trees ,-

	

r
suddensuddenII found myself in the field behind the corn

	

a different direction throug
be

	

h the woods, parallel to the
So b y1ow the meadow so I found the path throat

	

he

	

road ) would walk back to my . brother's.

	

y
me

	

followin the ath throe h the woods the walk becamewoods (cool and dark and damp). Sappho joined

	

g

	

p

	

g
lust as I was having thoughts of being alone in a huge circle . It formed it's self and I followed it .
nature ."' "My familiar" I thought. -Persona more

	

Lately remember being a child in the woods. I noticed
ic .unified. The dog representing:

	

an instinct that leads,,.~ that my brother's 4 year old son understands mag
Today I thought of the nun back there somewhere

	

These cards are on my wall . The tree, the women
as again I find myself on a retreat - isolated,

	

picking narcisi in the wind, the tunnel, the arch of the
thinking :

	

city.

TEXT : TELEVISION DELIVERS PEOPLE .

The product oftelevision, commercial
television, is the audience .

Television delivers people to an adver-
tiser .

We are persuaded daily by a corporate
oligarchy.

3

	

3There is no such thing as mass media

	

Co' orate control advocatesin the United States except for televi-

	

materialistic propaganda .
lion .

Television establishments are com=
mitted to economic survival .

Television is the prime instrument for
management of consumer demands.

2
Commercial television defines the
world in, specific terms.

Commercial television defines the
world so as not to threaten the status
quo.

Television defines the world so as not
to threaten you.

Soft propaganda is considered enter-
tainment .

3
Mass media means that a medium can
deliver masses of people ;

Commercial television delivers 20
million people a minute .

In,comwercial broadcasting the viewer
pays for the privilege ofhaving himself
sold .

It is the consumer who is consumed

You are the product ofTV
3

You are delivered to the advertiser who
is the customer .

1
He consumes yo
3

The viewer is not responsible for
programming. . . . . . .

1
You are the end product.

You are the end product delivered en
masse to the advertiser.
8

You are the productof TV:

Everything on television is educational.
in the .sense that it teaches something .

What television teaches through com-
mercialism i& materialistic consump-
tion .

The New Media State is predicated on
media control.'

Media asserts an influence over an

Richard Serra

entire cultural spectrum without effort
or qualification,

.2

2
Propaganda for profit
3

Popular entertainment is basically
propaganda for the status quo .
3

Control over broadcasting is an exer-
cise in controlling society .3

Seventy-five percent of news is
received by you from television .

What goes on over the news is what
you know.

It is the basis by which you make
judgements. By which you- think.

You are the controlled product of news
programming.

Television programming dominates

the exposure of ideas and information,

There is inherent conflict between.
2

	

1

Commerce,

Information,

Entertainment .
3

There is a mass media compulsion,to
reinforce the status quo. To reinforce
the distribution of power,
3

The New Media State is dependent on
television for its existence .
6

The New Media State is dependent on
propaganda for its existence .
6

Corporations that own networkscon-
trol them .
8

Corporations are not responsible._
2

'Corporations are not responsible to
;government . .

Corporations are not responsible to
their employees .

2
Corporations are not responsible to
'their shareholders .3

Shareholders do not organise and en--
force their will . Shareholders buy stock
in companies and don't even know
what the companies do .3

an arch
Penn§ylvanfa Turnpike : America's Superhighway

Corporations mitigate information.
3

Every dollar spent by the television
industry in physical equipment needed
to send a message to you is matched by
forty dollars spent by you to receive it :

You pay the money to allow someone .
else to make the choice .

You are consumed .

You are,the product of television .

Television delivers people .
"Television Delivetl People"



The Art Critic as Media Star, Bruce Kurtz

~cissus knew what he was doing. Vanity
is a virtue . The image is a corrobora-
tion .She does her beauty preparations
assiduously each day. Now she's in
mourning so a subtle scent is proper,
nothing too strong or sweet. Good
taste must Prevail. A simple suit is
`alwaYs right: You can dress it up or
dress it down. When in mourning gay
colors, must not'be worn, nor 'jewels .
`Nothing too

	

ashy, just quiet elegance .
When a camera is on me I am more

than myself: I am myself and my
compliment . I always look better in
video-tapes, films, and photographs
than in real life . One knows that it has
to be: perfect because it will be seen
again . The more the image is
proliferated the greater the affirmation
of self, or whatever is being projected .
Projection is the key.

Self-assurance is required for perfor-
mance. That is one area where extra-

Reflections are irresistible. Its im-
possible to resist the temptation to
look in a mirror, or any reflective
surface: store windows, shiny surfaces,
diner facades,

	

assurancemobile homes, still

	

about byauty, and about
water`

	

, etc. Why'

	

bother to resist . Nar-

	

sexual identity. It is pan-sexual chic . It
is more than male or female . It is a
new gender . A new genre?

'I love to have cameras on me or to
have' a captive audience, any audience.
It draws me out. For the tape I had
three cameras on me, with live feed-
back from the video camera . The
function is to capture and captivate, to
amaze and enthrall to hypnotize and
stun, to knock out the audience. When
it succeeds it is exhilarating, fabulous .
The flowers', congratulations, and
telegrams pour in . The telephone and
doorbell ring constantly . You can't eat
a meal in a restaurant without
someone asking for an autograph.
Those flashcubes always going off in
your face . Believe me, its not easy
being a star . You never know when
youre going tobe immortalized so you
always have to be fabulous . Its not like
painting in your garret . But I love it .

There is never enough glamour,
especially now that Candy Darling is

6

SHOOTING STAR
By Bruce Kurtz

. aesthetic issues intervene . But one
must always be beautiful, especially for
images . The beauty of the tape is that
the performance is evidence of self-

Photo David Spahr

dead. Intervlew reported'an anecdote
recalled by Sylvia Miles: Sylvia gave
Candy a string of pearls for her
birthday 'and although, Candy was
already wearing pearls she put the new
ones on too, saying, "There can never
be enough pearls ."
W reported what everyone wore to

Ann Klein's -funeral'.. W said this year
that denim furniture and 'unmatched
glassware are in . Three years ago I had
a, blue denim : couch and I've been
mixing glassware for years. Savoir
faire.
Now the jet-set will give their sets of

dozens of matched Waterford crystal
glasses to the Salvation Army and in afew _years all the. hippies will 'be
drinking out of crystal. Maybe next
y ~ear 'elly glasses will,

	

be in. ;One,must
have an instinct for these things, Tike
how to act in front of a camera . .
Near death froma bee sting alter y I

kept failing in my efforts to give myself
,,a shot . I said to my two friends
present, "Help me!" One of them
,started ; taking photographs. Then I
knew ithad to be perfect and I 'ac-
complished the injection immediately.The camera gave me just the right
amount of emotional detachment. It
wasn't me, it was the role I :was
playing. The Stanislovsky method:

I think of my life as an epic drama of
which I 'am the star . Everyone is' the
star of their own epic drama, but the
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VIDEO AND
THE MUSEUM

The following is excerpted from the
forthcoming MITPress' book based on the
Open Circuits 'conference held at the
Museum of Modern Art inJanuary, 1974 .

David A. Ross

. . .Art works produced with video
are not about the future oftelevision,or
the future of anything else . One might
try to approach video in the contextof
the future of the television industry
itself, though it would be a grievous,
mistake in logical typing . Video still
exists' clearly apart from the television
industry, despite the television in-
dustry's repeated efforts to use video as
a kind of programming in their linear,
tightly packed structure . Further, art
work in video and television seem to
have mutually exclusive descriptions in
the first place, in much the same way
that the print scene relates to the
magazine publishing industry . The
only way that I can actually relate
video to the future of television :is bY
taking a speculative look at the
application of video in the reformation

difference between me and a lot of
other people is that I know it .

Taste has nothing to do with quality
in art but in glamour it is everything. I
think everything should be
glamourous . I've always wanted a dia-
mond bracelet to wear to the laun-
dromat . Everyone would think they
were rhinestones and think "how
trashy" and only I would know they
were real . That's true glamour. I've
always wanted a Guggenheim grant so
I could buy a diamond bracelet . When
I appeared before the committee ;to
report what I accomplished with the
grant I'djust hold out my arm and say,
"Eat your little hearts out!" Which
one of you readers are going to shower
me with diamonds?

I'm really very` smart but its not
glamourous to be smart. All that dull
conversation at those chic- and

of one of our culture's more
anachronistic institutions, the art
museum. . .` .
When cable TV is considered, the

field for the museum educator
broadens considerably . . . .In a strange
way, video marks the return of a
primary visual art experience to the
individual, at the same time that it
creates a real public art. . :: .
'The museum could be in a P.osition

to :use televisionf channel time in the
same way, it utilizes gallery space"
within the museum's building . Hours,
weeks, or even months may be offered
to the artist in addition to or instead
of, the PbYsical spaces that would
traditionally be used in the presenta-
tion of an artist's work . It actually
would not matter whether or not an
artist wanted merely to repeat a short
work for a, great, deal of time, to
present a wide variety of works over a
period of time, or present empty air-
time as a frame for a short statement;
the museum has, in each case,
managed to forge a new forum for
artistic interchange.

In addition the development of opin
channels, of communication between
the museum and the public at home
will also Praide for the transmission
of - purely informational programming
not produced by an outsideagency, but
by; the museum's curators, and

glamourous parties! You have to be
simple and clever . Its too easy .
So I'm making tapes that are for-

mally substantial but which are also
high camp entertainment. That's my
forte. My dears you have no idea how
hard it is, I mean its crushing, the
responsibility I have to all my fans .
You can never let them down . You
always have to be perfect because they
require perfection . You have to be
better than life. They forget so soon .
But you won't forget me, will you? And
while you're at it, don't forget the
diamonds .

Only diamonds match my brilliance .
Joining friends poolside at the Holiday
Inn a cloud covered the sun, causing
my friends to remark, "You scared
away the sun:" I replied, "I didn't
scare it away, I just took away its
brilliance!"

v~ N

scholars themselves . As surely as it is
the responsibility of the curator and
scholar to publish, it is equally con- .
tingent upon them to develop a capaci-
ty to produce television statements
about their particular areas of interest
or expertise. . . .

In all other forms . of television,
whether commercial or educational,
the television station serves as a central
translating operation, essentially
taking many aspects of the culture and
transforming them into a language
that it feels will not extend beyond the
mean educational level of its audience .
Although this method of programming
assures the broadcaster of a large
potential audience; it does something
quite destructive to the information it
is dealing with . By translating informa-
tion to a mean comprehension level,
the television broadcaster continually
extracts the nutritive value from the
information it processes. All parties to
the television interchange deserve
better. The model established, by
museum interaction with-television is
base primarily upon the notion that
institutions dealing with information
information have the responsibility
and should have the capacity to make
the results oftheir activity accessible to
their entire community . For the artist,
the relationship is inevitable ; for the
museum it is imperative.



In the` mid sixties, Douglas Davis
was a little-known artist and writer
living in Washington, DC. He survived
- barely = by contributing articles
and essays to a wide variety ofperiodicals, from the American .
Scholar, Art in America, and the
Saturday Review to the Evergreen
Review and the National Observer, a
brand-new newspaper - aimed at a
"national" audience - and edited in
Washington . Though little-read, his
articles and essay's on art in the
National Observer brought him finally
to the attention of several New York-
based periodicals. Art in America
made him a Contributing Editor in
1968, Arts Magazine named him
Washington Correspondent in the
same year . And then, out of the blue,
came the call that set him on the road
to national fame .

"if you're seriously Involved ,
In art l don't see how you can
be completely satisfied about
any of the ways to earn a,

	

`
living within it. . . 11 .

Jack Kroll, a senior editor at
Newsweek, apparently read something
Davis had'written, and telephoned him
in Washinton. The two had lunches in
New York in "a desultory fashion over
a period of years," until finally, late in
1969, Davis received a definite offer
from the `magazine's editor .
Meanwhile, Davis had broken up with
his first wife and, surprisingly, 'won
custody of his two small daughters.
Although he worried that New York
would be too expensive for a bachelor
father, and he had reservations about
the compression necessary in writing
for Newsweek, Davis went to New
York late in 1969, Early in 1970, he
became the magazine's art critic .

Writing for Newsweek, Davis says,
turned out to be much more comfor-
table than he had expected . Their art
department is essentially a one-horse
operation, although Davis can .tap the
magazine's international bureau
system for information. He has an
excellent working relationship with
Kroll, and the assistance of researcher
Mary Rourke. And though he is edited
for simplicity and length ("Art jargon
must be kept to a minimum for a lay
audience," Davis concedes), Kroll
nevervetoes his choice of subject, or
opinions .
Newsweek readers, like all general

readers, are uneasy , about contem-

The critic:

DOUGLAS DAVIS

porary art. Davis's article on the inter-
national avant-garde (Newsweek,
December, 1973) resulted in a great
many critical-letters . But there were
many positive reactions as well . "Themail is always about 50-50," he says,
"and evidences a great deal of involved
interest in art . More than many of us
mi ht expect ."

9avis does not feel it necessary to
tone down his `writing, for the
philistines in the audience, though he is
required to keep, his writing condensed
and topical. The goal becomes to get
around the compression in other ways
- "to imply the complexity of the
subject matter by inference . and-
metaphor." He finds as much satisfac-
tion in succeeding in this as he does in
writing longer more "philosophic" ar-
ticles for the art magazines . Davis
maintains that 90% of the issues he
deals with in Newsweek are syn-
chronized with the interests of the art
community . Although verbosity pays
off at the universities, length is inciden-
tal to the points he tries to make .

Davis's first book ; Art and the
Future, was a departure from
mainstream criticism, dealing as it did
with new philosophical, scientific; and
technological developments and how
they are being used by .artists. Davis
hope the new ;- and considerably ,
shorter - book he is working on now
will do the same. He previewed some of
the concerns of his book in Artforum("What is Content? Notes Toward an
Answer"), in which he dealt with the
non-formalist, return of content to the
visual arts . In the new book, Davis
plans to deal through a-series of related

essays with alternatives to formalist
criticism, art-p6litics and metaphysics,
scale as a cultural bias, content, and
the relationship between art and the
media, "all subjects we were not
trained to think about in the formalist
terms we grew up with." Davis's
thoughts on these things are "very
much in process," and he expects that
the book will take a few years to cycle
itself out. "I hope conceptual art will
be seen as the first .step out of the art-
about-itself tautology, and let us
realize we do deal with content." As
part of this, Davis sees his own writing
growing more personal and less "ob-
jective," or overtly :critical .

Davis calls himself "a first genera-

"Criticism and artmaking
are not dissimilar Ideas."

(6' x 6') from the original by Davis,
McGowin, and friends - in the Grand
Ballroom of the Mayflower Hotel in
Washinton, Each painting is signed on
the back by Davis, Davis, and
McGowin, with a reference to the
event. The repercussions of the event
(entitled "Giveaway") are still being
felt ; at least one of the paintings has
confused a collector, who thought he
had brought a "real" Gene Davis, and
wasn't sure if the replica were a
replica, an original, a print, or what .
With this Qvent, and many others,

Davis worked to confound the
meanings of art in Washington and
elsewhere - to extend it beyond its
select audience . He collaborated with a
number of other people including his
new wife Jane Bell in more than 30
events and video pieces between 1967

tion intellectual ;" he went to college
against the advice of his family, on
scholarships`and odd jobs . Even now
they appreciate his success at
Newsweek mostly as a steady job.
Davis began at American University in
Washington as a painting major (he
had attended art school in his teens,
studying painting and drawing); in
those days when the Washington
school of color painting was going
strong. Davis soon grew disinterested,
and switched to English literature,

	

and 1972 . In the past two years, his
laying down his writing background .

	

Work has become less collaborative
His later work at Rutgers pointed

	

and necessarily personal, in drawings,'
toward a Ph .D.. and the teaching route.-

	

prints, and paintings, as well as in
At Rutgers though, Davis stumbled

	

videotape.
onto New Jersey's main claim to

	

Davis is an advocate of "the expan-
artworld fame ; in the early sixties the

	

ding arts." I

	

`'insists that art activists,
school was a hotbed of Fluxus,

	

such as-, Toche, Hendricks, and
Happening, and Pop activity . Kaprow

	

Shafrazzi, deserve our considered
was teaching there, George Segal dived

	

attention . These few have carried on .
nearby, and Lucas Samaras, Robert the political activism that had the
Whitman and Robert Watts were

	

artworld in uproar in the late %0's .
either students or visitors. Kaprow

	

One, of the things that makes the art
managed to bring in almost all of the

	

system so strong, Davis says, is its
Happening People from New York

	

ability to adjust quickly to strategies,
and

	

Europe for big _ events ; ,Clans

	

which demands even quicker shifts
Oldenburg, LaMonte Young, Wolf

	

from art activists. Few, he says, can
Vostell, George B'recht, and many

	

maintain this pace; whatever changes
'others showed up at one time or

	

will occur, will result from slow and
another. For Davis the student, this

	

cumulative work . . The artist /collector
activity was an introduction to a non-

	

contract is the first of these, and even
formalist art that embraced both ex-

	

though it applies in principle to most
citement

	

and non-conventional

	

other arts, it is -not finding ready
thinking . His doctoral thesis (on acceptance .
Jonathan Swift) went out the window ;

	

Davis believes that art can have an
art, after all, appeared to have the

	

influence, though it maybe impercepti-
intellcetual provocation he was after .

	

ble, on society. The art system is part
Davis marks his .real beginnings from

	

of the'Jarger system, and those within
this time .

	

it have only limited choices . But art is a
free medium ,expression precisely

After college he returned to

	

because *it does not appear to act
Washington, where he started writing

	

directly on anyone ; It cannot be
and doing performances . Though he

	

translated into the ballot box. Art a's
wasn't too chummy with the color

	

an agency of social change remains an
painters, he did form a friendship with

	

article of faith.

	

It will never be
Gene Davis. In 1969, they and Ed

	

publicized the way mass media fans
McGowin joined in a giveaway of 50

	

`sweep through our culture. "But,"
identical Gene Davis paintings- each

	

Davis says,, "ihq.arts,do contain some
one painstakingly copied on life size

	

of the really: hard thinking about man
and his relationships, and the dis-
semination of this on a personal level."
Though work in any discipline can be
creative, the arts encapsulate the in-
tegrity of expression and the inner
sources of belief that are essential' to
progress . "There is an area beyond
how you survive :economically and
politically which is the mind and the
imagination - that can function .
beyond all that shit . And that is why
most people end up in the, arts."
"The reason for being an artist and

working in the arts is to deal as directly

"in one way or another, we're
all working for the man. . ."

as you . can with yourself - no com-
promises . As soon as you, start to
modulate the message," Davis main-
tains, "you might as well be in com-
mercial art." If you go deeply into
yourself, there is no way you're going
to be received by everybody . This has
to do with the diversity of-man. Artists,
like scientists, always have small
audiences at first.

Davis found first events, and then
video, particularly suited to the kind of
communication and expression he
sought . His interest in video turns on
"direct dialogue" with another mind .
Video allows him to work ono natural
level of "formless thinking," to get
into himself and communicate out of
himself. "Video is a private mode . I
am really interested in one person, the
individual watching the monitor." The
physical chpracteristics ofvideo are the,
least important thing to him - "they
will change under our feet too rapidly
to keep up with - what counts is the
content, the visual (rather than the
literary or verbal) meaning. Oc-
casionally, Davis uses one of the early
commercial systems of large scale
video in which the image is projected
on a 4' x 6' screen . Although,the equip:
ment is likely to be appreciated for its
novelty ($2300 from Advent, Inc. of
Cambridge, Mass.), Davis values it
only as a. device to make the video
message available to a large roomful of
people .

"Theartworid in general has
a good eye, but a bad ear: It
can't sense differences M
prose styles and tends to be
suspect of good writing."
Though Davis is an accomplished

critic and artist, he has never con-
sidered himself either a career critic or
a career video artist . For Davis; it is a
matter of following one's thoughts,
beliefs, and obsessions wherever they
lead - always conditioned, of course,
by financial necessity - and . not prac-
ticing a profession, whatever that is .
"Art is an area where you can be free
- or freer than the norm -in terms
of thinking or working. This is not to
say that freedom is always maintained ;
lots of people conform to the pressures
of the market . But there are certainly
better ways to make a living, and the
freedom inherent in art is the only real
reason to remain a member of the art
community."

Davis's main problem, with video is

9



his worry that it is the latest, newest
thing . Since he was urging its use
almost ten years ago, he now feels a
little like Dr . Frankenstein . The
possiblity exists that video will become
a pet of museums and will be exposed
in an over-kill situation, through a
rapid series of grant anthology ex-
hibitions, lacking in point or focus. "It
will always be an, area for artists to
work -in," Davis says, "but one shot
museum :recognition tends to be
smothering, leaving, the medium or
artist `leftover,' I much prefer a con-
tinuing and serious series of small one-
man events to the pretentious ex-
travaganzas. Their annuals always
signal the ends of eras."

10

BULLETIN'
The Bulletin for Film and Video .

Information is a b-monthly newsletter
edited by Collie Angell and Hollis
Melton and published -through
Anthology . Film Archives . It is
designed to,, provide information for
independent film- and video-makers
and their users, 'and is organized
around the general areas of film- and
video-making, distribution, exhibition
and programming, study, and preser-
vation . Issue #2 included a list of Video
Distributors, Video Showcases, and abibliography . Issue #!3 had sections on
Video-Making in Europe; Television
Stations Assisting Artists in Video;Video Distribution ; Video Program-ming; Galleries That Show Video in
New York City, and more
bibliography . Each issue contains
Film- and Video-Makers' Travel In-
formation, , listings of schedules and
travel plans for `those artists who are
available for lectures and showings .Issue #4 will list upcoming exhibitions
at home and abroad and other fall
news; it will be published September
15th . The deadline for news for Issue
#5 is October 15th .Subscriptions are $2.00 a year
domestic; $6.50 foreign airmail and .
$4.50 foreign surfacemail . Back issues
are available for $ .50 each . 'Video
artists and others interested, involved
persons are encouraged to send their
news� ideas, and other matters to the
attention of Collie Angell, Video
Editor, Bulletin for Film and Video
Information; 80 Wooster Street, New
York, N.Y

.
10012 (212) 226-0010.

Jean Dupuy
In English, the 'vowel 6119 is a

diphthong (that is, to pronounce the
letter, the mouth mast make two
movements aed two sounds : "ah-
ee"), and consequently cannot be

shown directly in a:still photograph .
So I decided to show it in an indirect'
way.
Here is an example showinghow a-

videotape,; used as a mirror, becomes
a necessary too. It would have been
impractical to film such a situation
with a movie camera, since the
presence ofacameraman would have
been embarrassing.
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THE QUESTION
Art-Rite asked video artists to res-

pond to the following question : :What
is it that distinguishes your video from
that ' of other artists working in the
medium?

TAKA NNRRIA

I have been :using video lately as a
tool of self-communication and two-
way communication for. myself and for
people.
For myself I have a series of

videotapes SelfIdentity in which I talk
to myself in video.

For people, a series of video in-

RBN CLARK
The present self-involved and solip-

sistic phase notwithstanding, television
as a form of art-making may be ul-
timately understood . as simply an ex-
terttion of the great traditions of film
and theatre of the 20th' century; In
which case people like Brecht, Artaud,
Eisenstein, Jarry, Beckett, and
Hitchcock would constitute the com-
petition . A sobering thought.

HANNAH WILKE

	

from ,me

	

The way my smile just
Me! Or the way I wear my hat, the

	

gleams, the way I sing off key; the
way I sip my tea, the memory of all -

	

way I'll haunt your dreams,' Oh' no
that, Oh no you can't take that away

	

you can't take that away from me,

stallations Project Yourself, Register
Yourself Facelings, etc., in which
people are asked to participate far
their own identity .
The pieces were performed at Pro-

ject '74 in Cologne and I am amazed
that people are so inventive.
What I must empahsize is to de-

mystify video and to show simple
enough to be with and in video.

ALAN SUICIDE
a) because I am bored.
b) because I have nothing better

to do .
c) that's plenty good for video.

THE BLACK TARANTULA
" My video art differs' from the
video, art of others in that I don't
make video art. I'm a writer . Moreseriously: originality as a value is a
New-York commodity value. Re my
art, I do what I have to do; i.e. I do'
what most interests me. But then: I
send outmy work free, I live in San
Francisco, am poor: I'can do what
most interests me. Not that I object
to any way anyone can hustle food
shelter love in this horror-ridden
society.

E NEST BUSELLA
My video is not:
Accompanied by a "pink sludge"
rock and roll soundtrack .

- Documentatiup of a conceptual
performance in which I jump out a
13th story 'window to test the laws
of chance .
Synthetic images created with

rebuilt surplus World War I air-
plane parts .

- Shot with two cameras attached
under each armpit and one between
my legs .

- A group therapy encounter between
the, Neo-Nazi Anarchists and the
Bowery Satanists .

- An underground sex-opera starring
all my beautiful friends.

- A Presentation about the 3rd com-
ing ofthe Punjab of Mysore to bless
his freebies in America.

- Product with future marketing
potential.



WILLIAM BWIN

Sweet Verticality
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AKIRA KOKU1
Question I.

Kite is a kite
Sparrow is a sparrow
Heron is a heron
Swallow is a swallow
Any question?

	

,
Question 2

It is the space in which
you can include everything,
but it is acontainer
in which nothing can be put in .
Video is the parody of the world .

* The above answers are followed
Zen's questions and answers .

LyrMeBenglis, FemaMSo", .

LYNDA BENBLIS

	

` time) and the limitations (definition)
°

	

of halfinch black and white. Video
My video is personal to me and I

	

was for me a way of presenting
hope it might be personal to someone

	

certain ideas that had occured in
else . Video is one way in 'which I

	

films, but presepting these ideas in a
began to study an image, my image,

	

more immediate self-revealing way.
and often those closest to me. In the

	

The video image psychologically
beginning, I was more involved with

	

differs from film, however, and this
the spatial

	

aspects (pictorial

	

and

	

area has' interested me a great deal.

Video is Vengeance of Vagina .
Video is Victory of Vagina .
Viva Video . . .

ULIHKE AOSENBAGI

I mhst say . that .i t is really difficult
for hie to answer this, question . Theword "separation" to me has, a rather

ideological meaning . So I would
answer-; nothing separates me or my
°oideowork from the videos of :other
artists, because I am not a separatist .-

But' in the sense of being an in-
dividual in community with other in-

Andy Mann, OneEyed Bum

Imnv MANN

	

` videotape system than I would be in
a videotape studio . As long as I Fan

My work in videotape differs from

	

use my camera to find my way
. ..at of other artMs'in that I tend ;to

	

through a situation, I -don't have o
have less control over the places in

	

think up the situation which is more
''which I work . I am much more at

	

a job for novelists, film makers, and
home on the street with a portable

	

politicians . Says me.

dividuals there is of course a difference
between my work and the work of
other video ,artists . Being bolllta'person
and a woman, I try to develop my,
female personality . I think about the
lives, the social and the historical
conditions women had to live with in
the past and I try to find out how to
improve their positions and their self-
consciousness . I try to show in my
activities the historical and psy-
chological sources and contexts of the
standard . a woman has .

I don't know whether other women
work on adequate themes and how
many video artists there are doing this
sort of work in their ways- butI hope
there are a lot .

DONALD MUNROE & JOAN SCHWARTZ

There is nothing to say ; its all been
said .

PAUL TSCHINKEL
My work in video makes aesthetic

gestures . It is, based on controlled
experiments, hich 1 the casual and
immediate aspects of video permit me
to do . fuse simple notions ofvisual as
well as oral progressions, dealing with
a sequential organization of planned
ideas . I examine actions that are either
staged or discovered, with the intent of
creating an unusual and revelatory
experience . In one tape, a sequence f
did described, in visual and sonic terms,
the action of opening and closing a
spring activated door . The door was
opened and shut with degrees of force
that varied as the tape progressed . I ,
made the appearance, the sound, and-
the duration of this action an aesthetic
event . Because I was able to get into
these moments that elapse in the midst
of a seemingly ordinary and mundane
event, I captured the extraordinary and
elusive kinetic aspects of that action .

the Image Associate DirectorsWilliam Gwin Ernest Baxterthe Word Merrily Mossman
Joe Ribar Supervising Engineer
Voices John J . Godfrey
Catherine Gwin Videotape Editor. Steve Kushner Chuck De JanLyn Lirshin
Joe Ribar Film Camerawork
Howls &Hums Mark Obenhaus
Ann-Elizabeth Aleinikoff Audio Engineer
T. Alexander Aleinikoff Philip .Falcone
John Alcinikoff Videphont Operators
CatherineGwin Roger Dang
William Gwin Frank Hanley
Steve Kushner Tom Polii
Lyn Lifshin Assistant Videotape Editors
Joe Ribar ArneBjerke
William Schenck Peter Dziedzic
Vicki Lindner Rill Lombardi
Production Manager Knute Olberg
DarleneMastro Raphael Gonzales



DOUGLAS HDEDLER
I have used various media . . . video,

film,' photography . . . in a manner that
I would describe as "natural ." The
medium becomes an extension of the
eye(s) scanning undifferentiated
phenomena. What gets fixed as an
image for a work is that which falls
across one of the parameters of the
construct that forms the design of the
work .
So far, I have suspended the "time"

factor in video by using only single
instants (still photographs made from
a monitor) ; so far I have not been
interested in the technologically ex-
pressive character of the medium.
Inasmuch as there is nothing moreinteresting about the appearance of

one incidentally obtained image from
that of another I am not including a
photograph with this comment.

I wrote in 1965, that someday
cathode ray tube would replace, the,'
canvas.
Now I love canvas . . . I made'

about 200 drawings in the past year . l,
Most of hem are titled Paper TV,
whose relationship to the real TV is
that of TV dinner to the real dinner .paper TV - real TV

TV dinner - real dinner
My paper TV finances my Real

TV. Look at Miss Moorman's TV
eyes, look at you. TV used to be
"watched," too, not a long time ago.

Richard Landry, Terri Split, 1974

	

Photo copyright Richard Landry 1974

RICHARD LANDRY

	

.

	

& alto), bambo flute, indian gourd
The tapes all concentrate on. flute, soprano and tenor saxophone;

sound; the visual images augment the and guitar . In Divided AltoQ 1974, a
sound track. The ealiest tape;1,2,3,4 multi-track recording 'was used so®1969 is two pairs' of hands clapping,

	

that there are two sound tracks and
the strobe light serves to separate the. two corresponding sets ;of images .hand positions and emphasize the ' The first quadrant is a close'up ofthe'
rhythm . The successive tapes all use mouth playing the first track, the
static close up images of the source second is the fingers, the' third and
of the sound on' a variety of in-- fourth quadrants are the mouth andstruments, including flute (soprano fingers playing the sound` track. . .

WILLOUGHBY SHARP

	

I use the actual experience of each
The content of my video art is the

	

video performance to isolate aspects of
analysis of certain specific ego states. I , my ego; I use the accumulation of
take graduated doses of LSDand other

	

resultant video works to reconstitute
derivatives

	

of lysergic

	

acid

	

with

	

my developing personality . (Change ishallucinogenic propgrties to, examine ` the

	

only

	

constant in' this growing
the quality of my thought and feeling':

	

`videography .)
Some of the basic concorns of my

	

While particulars of place, public
video performances are various forms '' and presentation are crucial to the
of insanity, sexuality, brutality, greed,

	

character of each individual perfor-
hate, fear, sentimentality, love, birth

	

mance, the primary aim of my work is
trauma, childishness, escapism, death

	

to attain the most intense expression ofand transcendence.

	

psychological truth.

Wi9cughby Sharp, Saskial,1974

KTER CANRPDS-

I use video as a tool, as my material .
I think video art is a misnomer . Video
becomes a qualifier, video art is a
genre. What makesmy work unique-
certainly not its separate components,
but perhaps their arrangement: my
interest in durational space and the
accumulation of perspective, the
transformation and displacement of
light and electricity,, the retroflection
of one's projected image and its ac-
companying ,"asations, and the
balance and fusion ofdisparities whose
pnified origins cannot be perceived
directly .

HAM TENKACS t

Haini Tarikacs, Heir Transformation Commercial, (Before and After)

NANCYNDLT

Invideo, "distancing" is one ofmy
involvements . In Locating #2,
Zeroing In . Going Around in
Circles, and Points of View a prop
was placed between camera and
view, which cut off certain sections of
the camera view, and physically set
up new patterns in the flat video
space. In my latest tape, Underscan,
time and visual image are cotn-
press6d. A series of photographs of
my Aunt's home in New ;,Bedford,
Mass. have been videotaped, and re-

Underscan;1974
This isanews"Photo

	

of a photograph
of a photograph

	

of apainting
of a videotape

	

of a photograph
of an underscanned videotape of a garden

videotaped from the underscaning
monitor screen, which is framed
within the final tape making a visual
distancing at 3 removes .
Underscaning changes, each static
photo image, as it appears, from
regular to elongated to compressed
or visa versa. Excerpts from letters
from my Aunt spanning 10 years are
condensed into 9 minutes of my
voice-over audio. Certain yearly oc-
currences repeat, making an
auditory rhythm, which coincides
with the cycle of visual changes.`

I have been most interested in using
video as an element of live perfor-
mance. I use it primarily as a tool . The
technology is still a mystery to me:
Until I understand the hardware, I-
doubt that I'll try to use video as a
form .
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I WIWAM WEGMAR
What's the difference between

video tape and audio tape live and
prerecorded? Well . . , in the case of
audio and video tape live, the possi-
ble presence of an audience, unless
one is trained to cope with it, can be
upsetting to the artist and the out-
come of the work unpredictable,
whereas with pre-recorded works the
artist's presence is unnecessary, and
the excitement of seeing the artist is
absent . In many live performances
the artist is hidden behind a parti-
tion .

What makes my video tapes
different from others?

It has a lot to do with touch. Some
artists have a heavy touch, others a
light one. Subject matter plays a
strong role in identifying one video
artist from another as does length of
the work itself. Some are heavy and-
short, others long and light . They
talk' ;about their past . They show usthe world we live in . There are those
that fantasize whose works involve
fantasy . Big or small cate or mean
they're all pretty boring,

ROGER WELCH
An interesting aspect of video is that

it has become a principal medium for
recording historical events such as the
shooting of Lee Harvey Oswald by
Jack Ruby, the landing on the moon,
and most recently, the,resignation of
Richard Nixon .

I made a video tape with my father a
couple of years ago. I asked him to
describe the town of Westfield, New
Jersey as he remembered it from his
childhood. After the first playback, I
was a little surprised at how the voice
and image projected like a Walter
Conkrite newscast, Such a notion
would have never occured to me if the
work had been done in another
medium and I liked the accidental
connection .

Roger Welch, The Disintegration of East Broad Street,
1972.
Herbert R . Welch, Jr.. recalling the business area of
Westfield ; New Jersey as he remembered It from his
childhood around 1915-29.

Many ideas which would work very
well in video do not extend into film
and vice-versa . I have often been disap-
pointed with video tapes that were
made from Super-8 and 16mm films .
When the films were projected wall
size in a gallery or theatre, they were
very strong but when they appeared on
video monitors, the images, did not
carry with the same strength . Anyone
who has seen a film- put onto video
knows that there is a decrease in
resolution quality. This is a drawback
of video.
Generally however, the maleability

of video makes it a desirable form for
the artist's ideas . The danger, I think,
is for an artist to assume that any idea
put on video will be interesting because
of the nature of the material . Usually,
I will investigate many possible forms
that a project could take and I will only
use video if it seems the best way to
present the idea . William Wegman and
Peter Campus are two artists whose
ideas function particularly well in
video.

A global network of simultaneously
transmitting and receiving "TV Ar-
cades." Open to the public twenty-four
hours a day, like any washerette . An
arcade in every big city of the world.
Each equipped with a hundred or more
monitors of different sizes from a few
inches to , wall-scale, in planar and
irregular surfaces . A dozen
automatically moving cameras (like
those secreted in banks and airports,
but now prominently displayed) will
pan and fix anyone or anything that
happens to come along or be in view .
Including cameras and monitors if no
one is present . A person will be free to
do whatever he wants, and will see
himself on the monitors in different
ways . A crowd of people may multiply
their images into a throng .

But the cameras will send the same
images to all other arcades, at the
same time or after a programmed
delay. Thus what happens in one ar-
cade may be happening in a thousand,
generated a thousand times. But the
built-in program for distributing the
signals, visible and audible, random
and fixed, could also be manually
altered at any arcade. A woman might
want to make electronic love to a
particular man she saw on a monitor.
Controls would permit her to localize
(freeze) the communication within a
few TV tubes, Other visitors to the
same arcade may feel free to enjoy and
even enhance the mad and surprising
scramble by turning their dials accor-
dingly . The world could make up its
own social relations as it went along!
Everybody in and out of touch all at
once!
'Hello - in original form has never

been done for obvious technical, finan-
cial and social reasons. If it ever is
approximated in our lifetime, it
probably will be locked into the exhibi-
tion atmosphere of a world fair and
thus will be denied the casual
accessibility it really needs: I rarely

Alan Kaprow

indulge in futuristic dreams, preferring
the practicable, but this exception
arose out of a fanciful conversation
with Nam June Paik who likes predic-
ting the future and did very well at it .
At the same time (the fall of 1968) I

knew from Paik that I would have a
chance to do a small model experiment
of Hello at WCGBH-TV in Boston, for
a video program of works by artists,
under a grant from the Public Broad-
cast Laboratory . This station, directed
by Fred Barzyk was, and is, the most
open and adventurous in the country.
Thus I wasn't entirely dreaming .

Barzyk made it possible to set up
four separate sites of video, including
two at WBBH, one (I believe) at MIT,
and one at a children's school in
Cambridge

.
Five cameras and twenty-

seven monitors were involved . This
modified program for Hello, went as
follows:
Each of the four sites .were linked

together sending and receiving
simultaneously, like an open con-
ference call on the telephone. There
was about an hour, of time available . A
group of participants at each place
watched their monitors and when
anyone saw someone they knew they
called out Hello! (speaking,the name
of the person) I see you!`
The engineers in the control room at

WGBH, which was also one of the
sites, - had the additional job of ran-
domly switching the sound and picture
signals to all four sites . Thus one ofthe
monitors at site A might get audio but
no video image, two monitors at site B
might have video but no audio, whileC
and D got normal transmission for a
few minutes on all monitors . Audio
and video might be divided between
sites so that friends might hear but hot
see each other and vice-versa .

Because of this switching system
which was arranged in advance, people
in all four places were only in partial
and brief contact with one another. It
was

	

a strange, straining yet often ,



hilarious scramble of efforts to reach
out . Surprise nearly balanced personal
need .
Most

	

of +:the

	

participants

	

were
friends or their children at the school.
A few didn't know everybody and tried
to become aquainted by this curious
means. We called out, often in vain,
Hello! Hello? .Rob! I see you! I hear
you but I'don't see you now . Bob! Bob?
The people gestured wildly as if this
would bring their friends to them .
A father cried out deploringly to his

child to take notice and like everyone
else who was able to connect for a
moment was overjoyed when the girl's
thin voice called out Daddy. The child
seemed more interested in the blocks
she was playing with . Onewoman tried
to tell her friend she liked her own face
on TV. It was all very human and very
silly. At the end when the equipment
was shut offone by one, a lone partici-
pant kept speaking out to no one,
finally drifted into monologue and said
goodbye to :himself.

In , a certain modern electronic way
we were all in touch, yet ever so
fragilely. Looking back on the ex-
perience it was a metaphor that was
just a bit ; too close to daily frustrations'
If it were to be done again, the controls
would have to be put at the disposal of
the. participants . This was considered
to be technically too difficult at the
time,- but as it was, planned- in the
original program, I would insist on its
importance as a, liberating device (not
to speak of its structural enrichment).
A video tape digest was made of the

activity which was aired in the spring
of 1969 as,part of the program "The
Medium is the Medium ." Although :it
was proposed in the WGBH model
plan that the tape could be fed as a
memory trace into other hoped-for real,
time enactmenfs of Hello that year, the
idea never materialized . The main
purpose of the tape was to give the
public an insight into what really
happened among a small group of

It is doubtful that the tape did what
it was supposed to do because TV
audiences are always audiences. They
are sent messages in one direction and
that is what they are used to . Hello
approached the medium of video as if
it were a picture telephone. The
telephone is so common it no longer
makes any claim as "technology" and
acts therefore as a personal and social .
medium . We may be a long way from
video with this kind of access .
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By RobStefanotty
It is truly amazing how retarded the.

art market has been in its approach to
videotapes . - When one considers* the
mercantile fervor which has given
"real" monetary value tosuch unlikely
candidates as posthumous Duchamp
readymades and Hundertwasser
silkscreens in editions signed-and-
limited-to-10,000, it is confounding to
say the least that some of the most
creative work of the last eight or nine
years has been relegated to unsaleable
status .

Perhaps the main deterent to serious
progress has been the notion of the
unique, rare and consequently ever
more valuable object- a notion which
plagues almost as many artists as
clients and which many merchants
have been riding into the ground for
quite some time . It often gives undue

value-to the most unlikely artistic
droppings and constantly reduces me
to fits of laughter at the most _in-
convenient times (at the Scull auction I
kept on waiting for Garland's "red
slippers";to come up on,the block). Of .
course there still are many of these
objects around - that is not the
problem -but in terms of videotapes
in a highly objectoriented market, the
mentality of what art is needs one hell

RownstetanoNy

	

of a lot of rethinking and re-educating.

One of the supreme joys of
videotapes is that they self-destruct .
They wear down gracefully; and, the
very nature of the.media, is such that
they cannot be limited, I say "cannot"
realizing full well that some merchants
have tried to structure videotapes so
that they are metamorphized into
"rare objects." The impossibility, and
sheer perversity of this notion is ielf
evident .
Now I should go slowly here because

I do not want to offend anyone whose
"life is videotape." First of all let me
explain that I am a passionate, circles-
under-the-eyes video freak, the;sort of
person who can listen to Taka Iimura
telling me for forty minutes (full face,
profile, and back of head) that he is,
"Take Iimura" and not. slip into a
state of catatonia . I can also see the ,
same artistic merit in' an excellent

videotape, as in a first rate bronze, but
there the similarity ends .It logically follows from the nature
of video that a large clientel should be
sought out; the following steps could
be taken:
1 .) Drastically . reduce the selling price
of videotapes and, present them in at
least half hour programs or groupings .
(What would you as a prospective
client think of paying $300 for an eight
minute tape? Pretty ludicrous - no

	

It was at `Open Circuits' that we
matter whose eight minutes they are.)

	

realized the _time to be a video-freak
2.) Now that there is no longer a

	

was over. Anyway M.O.M.A . was not
problem with European/American

	

, theright place for freaks. We looked at
standards, to set up an international

	

each other's faces trying to guess what
network of video distribution and to

	

we would do next.always make sure that permanent

	

Personally; I felt disappointed and in
monitor rooms are set up in every

	

abad mood, as if after a night of love
representative city so that the work is

	

and romance I had to accept that my
readily available for everyone to see.

	

' lover was both young and naive. But
3.) Arrange a reasonable percentage

	

being romantic I started to think how
scale with artists so that secondary

	

'to help it (video-tape I mean).
distribution and consequently mass

	

I started considering what do people
markets can become a reality. A mid-

	

think of video. Answer : `video is art' or
dle road

	

between the notions

	

of

	

`Video is my TV set'or `Video is like a
marketing a painting and a book

	

movie.' Generally speaking people see
should be worked out:

	

'

	

video-tape; in its newness, as'an exten-
4;) Work with major hardware cor- tion or derivation of established
porations, cable television stations,

	

medium, which is a natural process of .
educational institutions and even air-

	

perception . Therefore let's try the ex-
lines to heighten the' awareness-of how

	

periment of considering video-tape as a
diverse artists have used and are using,

	

book:
the media in diverse ways, and how

	

Books are communication and a
beautifully they have been and are

	

source of information in any possible
succeeding .

	

-

	

field. Categories such as art, science,
When my clients -and we have

	

education function in order to classify
several private people who are building

	

a book, but essentially a book is a
excellent video collections - ask me

	

message from mind to mind. So is
whether video prices will go up, my

	

video, with the important, substantial
usual response is "God forbid . We

	

difference that video is a massive con- .
have enough -inflation ."' If we are all

	

-centrated visual message that can com-
lucky, in a short time videotape prices - municate information on any subject.
will go down and the market will

	

'Video-field' (using Peter Campus's
expand accordingly . As it expands,

	

definition] is open to every possibility.
even if the artist's net goes down to

	

Experimenting with time, space,
30% ~- which I maintain will be

	

human behavior,, or technology, why
necessary to 1n' ive distributors outside

	

not? That's still video-field . We won't
the New York gallery a fair 4%

	

know the potential until we try to reach
discount, so as to keep all selling prices

	

through distribution a larger audience .
uniformly the same - there will be

	

In order to do so,' it's netessary to
increasingly more money coming back

	

abandon the Nineteen Century idea of
to the artists and the gallery which in

	

art-object : Video has shown the con-
turn can be used to back more projects

	

tradiction : -
and to pay our respective rents.

	

A contemporary artist can use

UK
men
Anna Canepa

Stefanotty video distribution, a separate department ofthe gallery and a
separate company as well (The Video Distribution, Inc.), now has
affiliates in Paris; Cologne, Milan, Florence, San Francisco, Philadelphia
and Kansas City: The New;,York Gallery has a video viewing room, the
tapes all have the same prices , varying by length and color or black and
white, with a few exceptions . .

Anne Canepa Photo Lee LoWne

technology to deliver his art message
and feed-back will provide him-with
new information and further work : it's
a full system of concepts and ideas;
Between ideas and reality stands our

consumeristic society . In a con-
sumeristic society distribution seems to
be the key of any successful operation.
Therefore, after 'Open Circuits' I
stopped flirting with video-tape . I
started projecting it as a large highly
organized operation called tape dis-
tribution (getting myself involved in
such an operational game I might well
make me rich and unhappy) .

Still, large video-tape distribution
will provide large, diverse audiences.
Technology will provide better quality.
The artist in response to the above will
be experimenting with his/her work in
a different context -, and have a
feeling we all might live happily ever
after .
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5
REHEARSAL FOR
HOUR SLUMP

Dennis Oppenheim

Rehearsalfor Five Hour Slump, Chan-
dra Qpptnheim
Components ; electric organ
Installation : vidpo equipment, electric
organ, reflective black mylar plastic.
John Gibson Gallery-New York
Rivkin Gallery- Washington, D.C .

This piece acts as a configurationfor
a performance lasting 5 hours in which
a static body produces a steady electric
sound. Ideally, it asks that he figure
dies on tap of the organ.

(Continuous sound produced by a
dead organism .)
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Dennis Oppenheim, Video Project for Indoor/Outdoor Situation for. Kennedj;center, Washington D C. . 1974

CAM-SONNABBND TAPES AND FILMS, INC.
Leo Castelli . Gallery started with

videotapes in "68, mostly because
Bruce Nauman was one of their artists
and making tapes. About .2 1h' years
ago, the gallery got seriously into
production and distribution of video
when Joyce Nereaux began working
for the gallery. Joyce was, in film
before she started' at Castelli, and
pioneered whatever "video network"
there is , in the fine artworld: ; There
were no, precedents for video distribu-
tion and production, so she had to'feel
her way. Now it& actually possible'to
go into the gallery and view any of
hundtods of tapes by Castelli and`
Sonnabend artists, if you make an
appointment first,. They used to have a
monitor room, bt now. the monitor is

just in the back room surrounded by
the art in storage . Joyce does have a
few complaints about the mass video
shows they have had in the past, and
hopes that future shows will be
simpler, more congenial, and dealing
with only one or a few artists in a show .
Just-recently, Castelli Gallery and

Sonnabend :Gallery, while remaining
separate galleries, pooled their
videotapes and films into'a new com-
pany, Castelli-Sonnabend Tapes and
Films, Inc. Most of their tapes sell
according to :length and whether they
are b & w or, color (rather than by the
status of the artist). Prices tend to be
under $250.
A distribution system is just begin-

ning to be set up . Castelli-Sonnabend

will control the showing and rental of :
tapes (and film) while other galleries
will be able to buy for resale at a
gallery discount . The market at this

.point is almost exclusively universities
and museums, but the number of
collectors who are interested is slowly
growing.

In the' works is an extensive
catalogue, to be in loose-leaf binder
form with a page per tape, each with a
photo and a discription. Regina
Cornwall is doing the film, Lizzie .
Borden the video, and Liza Bear is
overseeing the whole production . If
you have been buying videotapes from
Castelli-Sonnabend, the catalogue is .
yours for free .
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John Baldessari
The use of T.V . today is in crisis . I

think this became, clear at the Open
Circuits Conference . Running
throughout seemed to be theidea that
T.V . would/could save the world in
some fashion. The title, "Video-
Freak" is well chosen in the sense that
it is akin to "Jesus-Freak ." One
doesn't become a Jesus-freak rational-
ly . It takes a leap of faith. And what
troubled me at the conference was that
I felt like an outsider at a religious
convention . I hadn't jumped over to
the other side. Had I, everything would
have become clear. I would have been
in another orbit, another world (read
Village), with another vocabulary,
where all would be understood . When
actions of some group seem baffling,
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impulses . :'And what was once said of
painting, can now be said of video'-
from ten feet, all video looks the same.
That is, all you see is the box,,the
confining rectangle, and the grey light.
At least with painting, the size could be
infinitely varied, but not so TV. It's all
pretty much the same, even with the
possibility of video .projection .
Audiences . watch the screen :with as
much interest after a tape has run off
as when it was on . Watching

an attempt can be made to understand
their values . Then usually the once
erratic actions make complete sense. I
neither had the hope not the vision .

I use the' word crisis, for I believe
that there is a growing disenchantment
among a group of artists that have
been using video. In its infancy, TV
was truly magical and full of promise.
One went to see artists' tapes with
excitement . But looking backward, I
think we went to witness the medium,
and not what the artist had dong with -

	

something,

	

I guess, is better than
it . Now the infatuation period is, over .

	

watching nothing.
The tail is beginning to cease wagging

	

So, the point I wish to make is this;
the dog. If one is to proceed,, really

	

To have a three day conference on
interesting

	

works

	

must be ac-

	

video is akin to having a conference on
complished, because TV is more and, The Pericil. That is, I think to have .
more there as it really is, a thing, abox

	

progress in TV,themediummust be as
with grey light, with dancing electric

	

neutral , as a pencil. Just one more tool

NLIKE 1 . A PENCIL 2. WON'T BITE YOUR LEG

in the artists' toolbox: Another tool to
have around ; like's pencil, by which we
can implement our ideas, our visions,
our concerns. To have a conference on
any device implies that it has too much
importance, too much power, and that
we are serving it. The case should not
be, "I'm going to make a video piece"

	

A couple of months ago Eduard
but, "What I want to do can best be

	

Roditi; the Surrealist poet, feeling put
done with video."

	

up against the wall by a group of us
TV is in crisis . Can and will artists,

	

attacking

	

the psychoanalytic
who are not believers, push on? There

	

mythology' he :took to, be the un-
is mach doubt now. There are, of

	

derlying structure of the self, exploded
course, areas where more work is

	

in exasperation r-"Well, look, all of
necessary, such as exploring the audio

	

youwomen have had the nightmare of
part of TV, that is, maybe tale-audio

	

mice running into your mouth!" Since
rather than television . Or maybe we -

	

troops oflittle white mice tripping into
should have a silent era of TV where

	

our mouths had never occurred to any
there is only image and no sound, a

	

of us, we cracked up . But I could
kind of pin-hole camera age, a reduc-

	

understand his distress . His genera-
tive, minimalist approach . Perhaps,

	

tion, less'distrustful of experts than we
with too much we do nothing. And

	

were, as well as inheritors of a fin-de-
maybe it would be fun to really read

	

siecle, repressive Bourgeois culture,
TV rather than see and hear it. Words

	

had found the Freudian system useful

	

The camera is an objectification
rather than pictures .

	

as a model for a consistent, and as they

	

device unlike my drawings, paintings,
But consider this : with TV we don't

	

saw ; it, interesting and, mysterious im-

	

or journals . Whereas these are in-
have to face , the real world when we

	

age. of the self. -But he was confusing

	

teriorizations of myself,

	

the
can be on tape or watch the world on

	

the value of a conceptual model with

	

photographic image; whether' moving
tape . We can, get all ofour models for

	

the quaint,

	

absurd content Freud

	

or still, provides me with 4 certain
behavior from' that world and give

	

happened to fill it up with . As an artist

	

recognizable -facticity . "I know what
them too. TV won't hurt us; won't bite .

	

attracted to working with my 'own

	

you "look . like" I can always say to
our leg; With enough disillusionment

	

skin, I also needed a mythological

	

'myself. "I saw you in black and white"
perhaps more artists will consider

	

machine; but one capable of calling up

	

and I can then interrogate the image
doing works using the teal world.

	

and' defining my self. I'finallysettled

	

for the information it contains .
Consider real experiences, rather than

	

upon a quadripolar system, sort of a

	

Everyone has the experience of trying
hiding behind the screen . And this may

	

magnetic field of 4 polar ` charged

	

to sneak up on themselves in mirrors, I
be the real payoff and what we have all

	

images =the Ballerina,, the King, the

	

don't mean when performing a moreor
been heading toward . The real world

	

Black Movie Star and,the Nurse. The

	

leg's formal set of preparations . before
may not be so had-

	

'

	

psychoanalytic

	

method

	

of

	

bathroom 'mirror, but in those, one
comes up, against unexpectedly, in
subways or the lobbies of apartment
buildings. You search your approach
in the mirror for some truth about how
you appear in the world. I had been
studying and practising ballet techni-
que for several months and;I wanted to
know what kind of ballerina- I was
becoming . So I had myself'
photographed by the still camera in a
set of classical ballet positions: The set
of 14 glamourous stills presents a
believable and accurate image of a
ballerina of the old Russian School,
that is not only credible but true'for
1/125 of a second . For a less
proscribed view, that is the view ofthe
unexpected mirror, I videotaped the
photographic session and "Caught in
the Act" is the video camera's version
of the event. By extending the temporal
frame, what was now' represented in-
eluded the difficulty I had getting into
many, of these positions d introduces
"Help"' who, along with his
broomstick, assisted me in maintainingEleanorAmin WringtwoOf thealsves of transformation in The King.

DIALOGUE WITH A MEDIUM
Eleanor Antin

mythological exploration is a conver-
sational one, a dialogue in which 2
people over a period of time share a
history which they can then hold each
other responsible for. A certain
narrative constancy lies out-there in the
world between them into which they
can place new material and to which
they can always refer . Since my
dialogue is with myself, my method is
to use video, still photography, pain-
ting, drawings, writing, performing as
mediums between me and myself so we
can talk to each other. It is a shamanist
theatre which remains out there as
proof of itself after the seance is over .
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both my balance and form in the more
difficult poses such as Attitude
Croisee. He never appeared in the still
pictures . But this is an oversimplifica-
tion ; I shot the still pictures and made
the tape at precisely that :point in my
ballet career when "Help" would be
necessary. It's much later in my "ballet
history" now, my technique has im-
proved and I could no longer structure
the piece in this way without deliberate
falsification, or "acting."
My use of video as an interrogation

medium is clearer in "The King," a
videotape made with the intention of
iransforming myself into a man by
adding hair to my face . But what man?
The monitor gave back to me a succes-
sion of alternative images, other and
not quite the same as my original
expectations - 'medieval alchemist,
19th century American patriarch
(Smith Bros . patent medicine man),
dwarf, Jesus - interactive gambits
with a monitor, each of which I ten-
tatively accepted, refined, held in
abeyance, rejected, to finally accept
the one I found most appropriate to
my facial structure and satisfying to
my aspirations - the Cavilier King.
The tape offered me a male role,,a self,
the king, the cavalier king, whose
nature would emerge as the im-
plications of his style and historical

(Note: Leon Golub's response to our
request to "make a political state-
ment" was accidentally left out ofthe
last issue's mosaicpagf . His statement
follows .)

LEON,GOLUB
Art viewed in action, the informa-

tion art releases, is more than dis-
interested aesthetic contemplation and
must be viewed for what is said about
possibility. The freedom of the 'artist
must be seen in relation to politics
(sometimes called the, art of the
possible), to free movement .

Today's art exists inside/outside
corporate structures . Artists shove
against American systems, yet glide
and strut in corporate rhythms.
The politics of government today

says that artists are, at worst, incom-
prehensible, but, at best, are fun and
good exports . This is the freedom of
affluence and proves that the system
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that last image away with me after the
tape was over . Its similarity to the Van
DYke Portrait of Charles I was noticed
by everybody . My subsequent research
into the "martyr king" who lost his
head on Jan. 20 ; 1649, netted a lot of
personal and political biography, some
of which was irrelevant and too par-ticularized, but which has a center, a
kind of phenomenological core stun-
ningly and intensely related to me, of asmall, Hamlet-like, absurd man, alter-
nately power mad and depressed;
alienated from the world by a stubborn
romanticism - the romantic ruler of
an absolute void . Without the
videotape I would never have known he
was there ,and, in turn, his presence on
tape led me to find' him in me.

I make use ofvideo, as I do the other
mediums I work with, as a participant
in a dialogue . It is essentially a dialec-
tical operation between me and the
camera . A decision' made by the
camera is given back to the monitor
which acts as mediator between us .
The monitor offers me the opinion of
the medium, its suggestion for further
dialogue, but the message isn't always
so clear. One of my tapes "Black is
Beautiful" was especially ambiguous. I
had'thought -1 was a- black movie starbut 1--didn't yet know what that meant.
The nature of blackness was unclear so

works for us (while we work for the
system). The coercion of oppressive
government is a real fact, not hard on
art now, but~dt what future point? Will
our government one day look to Brazil
or Chile for information on how to
handle artists and intellectuals?

LETTER & REPLY

To the Editor:
With regard to the political

statements made by artists in Art-Rite
Number 6, Summer, 1974 : More
boring than the perennial question of
the relation between art and politics is
the perennial answer of some artists .
"Oh, not again." There must be some
reason why the question keeps coming
up - and that is interesting to think
about.
To respond to the question of art

and politics with boredom (being
above it all, too fine for such mundane

position interacted with mine . I carried
how could I hope to attain it? What
could I offer. the camera that could
then return to me as an answer? It
occurred to me it would be -more
useful, as well as more honest, to divest
myself of blackness, hoping in this
paradoxical manner to find out what it
meant. To find blackness, by losing it .
I unintentionally blundered with the
make-up, made it too dark ; my
costume was far from perfect, this also
unintentional, and when I saw the
result on the studio monitor I thought I
looked more like Little Black Sambo
than a black movie star . I was4eft, one
might say, holding a bag of am-
biguities about the nature ofblackness,.
But when the tape was shown at the
University of California at Irvine -
everything became clear. A black
woman ` reading white literature, awhite woman reading black literature,
obviously means something. But what?
Black students, white students, they all
knew what it meant but nobody could
agree. My black self was surrounded
on all sides by people with conflicting
and strongly held opinions . The
medium showed me that what makes
her- a movie star is not a superficial
idea of glamour but a talent for attrac-
ting crowds of interested parties, .
creating a sensation wherever she goes,

things) is a kind of adolescent attempt
at sophistication . To think that art and
the political are opposites or that the
personal and the political are opposed
is to refuse to, or to be unable to, think
beyond obvious and coarse categories .
The modulations and interpenetrations
of systems imposed for convenient and
practical reasons, that is where' sen-
sitive and new perceptions lie. The
artist claims insight; otherwise she or
he would not give answers . She or he
should spit on easy answers acid the
cheapest of roles : the artist as frill-
seeker and cornball entertainer.

Yours truly,
MayStevens

Re Miss? May Stevens letter to
Editor Art-Rite: An Atom-Bomb
Maggot and Parasite Community
(atom-bomb and parasite being con-
comitant statements) with that much
lack of respect 0o its ever queer future
(physically, mentally, spiritually,
materially, and individually) should
(perhaps?) be more careful , about
deliberate neglect to that verry same
future.

	

A.M. Fine

Nancy Kitchell
1) . 6 years ago when I last saw myuncle, he told,me that in his spare time,
he had, been working on holographic
television, or televised holograms."Someday," he said, "I will be sitting
and tanking to you in this room, but I'll
really be in California." Like, a time
machine.
2.) I remember Wide, Wide World,
Omnibus, . You Are There, and the first
time I actually saw my radio hero,
Lasli LaRue' . . . Uganda in my living
room . . . - the Kennedy assassination
. . . seeing is believing . . . the world in
a box.
3). Imalked 14 blocks and missed the
first_ half of the late show to stand in a
hot crowd of babbling people and

watch 5 minutes of Chris Burden get-
ting push pins stuck in his stomach.
4), You don't have to think twice . It's
so easy to do, it seems like it has no
limitations. It has them .
5) . Shorthand for familiar
forms. . .reconstructing a film image in
my mind (The Lute Show).
6.) Augmentation of familiar forms

f talk shows, the, news, soap opera,
from radio . . . video from an
audiotape tradition .
7.) -Expanse: It's in a box . . . con-
taining is different from framing, im-
plies that there is real space inside
(disorienting if. different from space
implied by the picture) . . .film as a
hole in the wall, through which we can

see outside .
8.) Size (about as big as my head). '

9.) Flattening: Video so flattens out
identifying facial characteristics that I
could make myself look like someone
else by shifting points at which tension
is centered in my face . . . much more
effectively than I could with
photography (Exorcism, 10 min .
1973).

10). It appears to be all there. I do not
expect to fill-in, imagine the rest,
infer . . .I think if I leave something out
in a videotape, no one will even notice .
I am accustomed to creating gaps,
expecting viewer fill-in, anticipating it,
using it to go beyond the material .
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fXC9PfS HIOM A TAPE . "AR11511C
By Les Levine

and these problems need attention." So
what I think it has todowith, when it really
activates, has something to do with anx-
ieties that are real . The realization that
when the audience realizes that you have
these problems that you have to deal with,

So the artist is going to straighten it out

	

it's that moment when those problems are
for us . The artist will show us how to see:

	

their problems . That's what a performance
The artist will see for us. But the artist tells

	

is rather than becoming separated from
you he can't see any better than you can.

	

each of them. First of all, you've got to
It's the condition of being alive. The

	

relate to other people's anxieties. You've
relationship between the artist and whoever

	

got to be their anxieties. You've got. to
become their anxieties in some wa

	

andis more a universal relationship between

	

Y.
everybody and their condition . So the state

	

therefore it can'tbe the kind ofanxiety that
of dissatisfaction is a universal state for

	

merely comes out of your own ego,'which
both the artist and the audience, onlyits the

	

would destroy the structure and would

What the audience expects from the
artist is that you be some heroic figure,
which they can look up to . They want you
to' say, "I'm the greatest God Damned
artist you have ever seen . Fm the greatest ."
But as soon as you've said it, the very
instant you say it, they say, "Look at that
artist saying such 'awful, pretensious, ugly
things about himself." But they still have to
have the satisfaction of you presenting
Yyourself as some hero,

	

" artist who's pointing it out.

	

make it meaningless . Itwould make people
When

	

'you present yourselfin such .a way .

	

The artist in that situation has got to do

	

just think, "Well, that's an ego trip,", So,
that you say, "Here I am trying to; sing

	

something absolute. An absolute form in

	

it's got to be something which is really'a
before you. t can't sing, but I'm trying to

	

itself. It can't be questionable . I mean it

	

pivotal anxiety of anybody, of any person,
sing. And it's totally obvious that I can't

	

can't be interesting or boring, or randomly

	

not just your own problem,
sing," then you re no better than they are.

	

exciting, or new or fresh, or dramatic or

	

It has to be an underlying`cultural
That's the way they are. They know they

	

undramatic :' It can be all of those things,

	

anxiety:- And somehow it has also to shed
can't sing, Here you are doing what they

	

but it's got to be them spontaneously. It

	

light on that anxiety. It has to expose that
can do, doing 'exactly what they do, and

	

can't be made to be them . it has got to be

	

anxiety in such away that people can seeit
you're not being any better than them.

	

those things because that's what it is ; that's

	

as n anxiety, and not take it to be, part of
the. nature of it to be that way. Because

	

their equilibrium ; but see it's not part ofYou're not allowing yourself to be any

	

_,
better

	

for them. They're embarrassed

	

when you have decided you will absorb the

	

their equilibrium, that is a negative force
you're not any better than them . They're

	

energy of the audience,' and permit the

	

that's trying to, upset them . Trying to pull
also irritated you're not any better than

	

audience to come towards you in such a

	

the rug out from . underneath them.
'they are. They've relegated everything to

	

way that you absorb the audience's anxie-

	

Besides that the only thing people have
professionals . They assume that if' you

	

tyartd present the audience back with'tbat

	

to do is feel it . What generally .happens
can't sing, you're not supposed to sing .

	

anxiety, that has to be a totally genuine . with anxiety is that youtry to anesthetize it
Only doctors are'supposed to know about

	

thing.

	

sothat you don't feel the pain . You know
medicine- only newspapermen know

	

If' it's not a totally genuine thing, if

	

the"anxiety is there.because you feel'anxiety
anything about newspapers . The_ system

	

you're attempting to conjure it in anyway .

	

and you try to rid of
know

	

it as quickly as,
s

	

only, about

	

itself.

	

Nobody else

	

Ithink it would'be a mess . Inthat kind ofa _ possible, :like with American pills, drugs,
knows about it : So a person who

	

not a . situation you havegof to act as a kind of

	

etc. The whole point is to feel anxiety
of the open scr

q

	

een- or open vessel for their

	

because when you totally feel anxiety andsinger, couldn't sing . That's out
question . They have this sort of middle-

	

vibrations at that given ' moment . And

	

begin to understand the nature of it, then it
class conception about specialists. And

	

that's what you've got to feed back . Itcan't

	

doesn't exist; It just fades away.
they want the artist to be a specialist.

	

be any
'

	

thing' you're essentially created,

	

.

	

Actually it's more complicated than that.,

	

.
That's what they want from him -that he

	

It's so far-out, the idea that creativity

	

"Because the first thing to do is to feel the
not fall down onhis job. So when they're

	

itself is the most negative aspect of 'art.

	

anxiety. Let it all,of a sudden out in the
embarrassed by him being-not better than

	

That's really beautiful. ln,. that the artist

	

open, letit overwhelm you, let itget out'of
they are, theydon'tjust assume that indeed

	

creating or attempting to create, is like the

	

control, let it'annihilate you. Then secend
maybe he is no better than they are. They

	

destruction of creation . By attempting to

	

is becoming more' aware of that anxiety.
won't accept that. They won't accept the

	

create something, or creating something, . Where it arises from. What is the cause
artist saying, "I'm not better than you. I'm

	

he totally destroys the' creative process

	

that's producing this effect . What is the
just

	

, .
'as fucked-up as you are."

	

becausethecreative process is not to create'

	

whole relationship other than simple
What they will say is : "He's gone mad."

	

anything, butto allow what is happening to

	

neurotic self-centeredness ., Once you get
Because being no better than they are, is a

	

be absorbed by you in such away thatyou

	

into the cause andeffect and see the whole
state of madness. As far as they can see,

	

can express it and clarify it and make it

	

landscape, everything changes,
being no, better than them is totally mad.

	

clear. So that when you're making it clear,

	

The idea is to center one in one's space.
"He is an absolute psychological case. That

	

people might say that what you've done is

	

At least demand that amount of reality.
man needs treatment." Because they all

	

creative.

	

That you are here now. If someone is
need treatment. They need the treatment

	

Theonly thing that is creative is toallow

	

talking to you in a space or, having a
and now you've given them something

	

whatever is happening to be reabsorbed

	

conversation with you in a space, that you
which is a serious problem. Now you've

	

into itself, which is what the artist does on

	

should feel the presence of that person, and
given them a model of yourself as

	

his highest level. He mirrors it back . Or it is

	

the communication is based on what, is
themselves, They have some understanding

	

just the making available of that informa-

	

possible to communicate at that moment;
of that model and they start to see that

	

tiou however it manifests itself. That is

	

and not on some secondary notice. I mean
model .

	

So

	

at that

	

point they just

	

essentially art., Anything other than that is

	

if you're in a place and you make some
automatically assume that something has

	

blockage .

	

kind of verbal exchange with a person, even
gone wrong. That they . are not witnessing

	

I was thinking about how there is a

	

though you've made a verbal exchange with
what they are supposed to witness. Their

	

difference between exposing the complete

	

that person, there's not necessarily any
mind will not allow them to authenticate

	

process of how you do something and all

	

communication. Nothing has been com-
the experience they're having at that time.

	

the anxieties that go along with it . There's a

	

municated. Because what you've done real-
It's being dissatisfied with their situa-

	

very crucial point at which it cannot

	

ly is express the sort of surface level facade
tion, and the reason they got 'themselves

	

become an experience which people can

	

of how society says you must talk to one
into that situation in the first place, was

	

deal with, 'because it's just your own per-

	

another, or how you must get along. - If
being dissatisfied with whatever they were

	

sonal sickness or anxiety. Peoplejust look

	

you're in a space or aroom with a person,
doing before .

	

at you and say, "You have these problems

	

and you demand that they absolutely

/

	

Photo tw t evlne

>

	

t+d to you, that-they be themselves in

	

ceiling or floor?

	

is important !s that the experience of
khiy situation,

	

and

	

because

	

they

	

are

	

()tic of the paints that comes up is that

	

having gone that far into youf own space
tbems¢lacs, you automatically would have

	

the space which is inside, is my space, and

	

takes you into something else . At that pointyou
more of yourself. And so that would

	

the space which is outside the space, is not

	

you want to see what you can do with that,
be, very direct congmunication . It's very

	

my space. So the space which is inside the

	

or what of that can become real for you.
difficult far people . They don't want to do

	

space, is the context for my life. But it's not'

	

ft's almost to some degree like some kind
that. or they can't do it .

	

a context for my life, because I'm in the of self-induced psyehodrarna . Although
There$ the milk .'-The container of milk

	

space and I don't understand the space and

	

psychodrama is too complicated a word for
oti the table there has to do with the idea

	

1 don't understand what being in the space

	

it . It's like you're at a place where you are
that ill ideas in that kind of space are

	

has to do with mylife . I can understand, for

	

not able to sense anything,

	

but you go
extat' +	ideas . What I meant when I said,

	

instance, that the things that are in the

	

through the motions of doing what you do,
the milk,

	

to that all things you

	

space are things that I brought in, because t

	

and you don't sense anything of what youi `
have

	

-any,

	

ate external

	

liked them or wanted them or any coq'-

	

do and you don'ha

	

t not sense it either . Youtk any, given

	

ts'tuanion
epts, You

	

binaUcin of reasons. But I don't understandsla" nd

	

j

	

it . But then you get intoo a situation
fod about them . The

	

why I brought them into the space that

	

which is a sort of a hypothetical, artificialdon't know how rou'
ha s these things

	

you're in the

	

way, and made that space, and whether this

	

situation because it is a performance . You4 and you're in the

	

way, and made that space, and whether this

	

situation, because it is a performance . You
world ca you take these, pings that the

	

particular space would be ideal for the way~

	

get

	

that situation and you create an.

	

into
world has at that moment. You 8

	

go to a I think or not. Is there anything about this exaggerated sense of feeling, in order to sec
spperm

	

'
et

	

and

	

buy

	

thing

	

that

	

space'

	

that I can really sense?sense'' I try to think

	

what

	

you

	

can

	

actually

	

feel .

	

So

	

after

	

aark -every

	

ce
everybody else buys . Not all the things . But about the things thatthat are in the space, that

	

certain amount of time, which is not very
you don't think shout whether that stuff

	

are in everybody else's space. That's a way

	

long; if you're really doing it well, you
should be in the supermarket in the first

	

of thinkingg about how much it's not my

	

begin to realize

	

.e that you really can feel
place. That never

	

to you. That's

	

space., because the thing- that are in this

	

things . That it's

	

a n either-or situation,
what C mean about your own canonuoleo-

	

space are what are in

	

everybody else's

	

that you didn't pass that

	

,way of go through
lion w

	

, . everybodyith yourself . All

	

that vnu

	

space. So it's

	

else's space. And

	

that thing without knknowing whether youthcse things

	

n	else's ,

	

is cothink you're thinking, or anybody thinks

	

so everybody

	

Pspace,

	

coming into my

	

fell it or not . That time you felt it . If you
they're

	

.
thinking .

	

They're

	

t

	

thinking .

	

space. A- t that point,

	

~1 get sort of very irate

	

feel it once, and you feel that you can feel
Thos

	

.

	

.went into the supermarket, which 'Gi . a

	

att the idea that everybody else's space is

	

it, then you want to go on to nee was

	

outer
of situat u canion, and the super- coming,

	

_into my space, because l can't

	

level ~oPre-set kind

	

get to,
market said to them, "you should eat the

	

understand

	

my

	

space .

	

Because

	

they're

	

It also has to do with the idea that one is
tstuff that is here .� And they do it . Then

	

making

	

eveyr'bud

	

else

	

come

	

into

	

my

	

feeling all the time, as a natural condition,
they think

	

the

	

space.

	

Iws thought they

	

pshould d., U .

	

To the

	

vnt

	

vte1 can't sea what

	

and what happens in }'ust living, is that onetin
But they dido t think they ,'

	

" should do it .

	

is to the space that is aiy space. I continua

	

gets anesthetized by the situation, or one
When they to

	

Y,

	

hathat way andIk to somot+odwhat they're

	

at t~ certain point 1 start

	

'

	

w:

	

to

	

to

	

creates a condition

	

here one doesn't have
say

	

thinking to that personson to

	

i~ the same thing. . All

	

about the audience, and the way~ they,	to feel- a protective insulation, padding,
the

	

P
words

	

wouldthat are

	

out came out of

	

see what

	

1'm

	

doing.

	

I've

	

gone

	

because if one doesn't feel it's just noteoiuipg

	

too
another

	

Io ther s~uIxrmarket.

	

food super-

	

through

	

5 minutes of it, right .loot a

	

I5. minutes

	

horrible . Everything gets padded, like Your
market, but anotllar :

	

market - a

	

of this kind of Television is not the most

	

loft .
wordrd hank T

	

,,

	

se~heThey deal wttti lt

	

way.same w,r .

	

exciting thing you've ever

	

m. It's a slow

	

I got involved in the idea, too, that I
They

	

,
think it's a

	

°

	

t .ti

	

s incredibly11 tfled't o

	

words

	

camera-.all

	

moving

	

tera. . I

	

ounof

	

hadn't c~wnwohosenthis space, that this space
,their own way of hinking, but it's not. The

	

boring

	

It's like being lost . Whenhen you're-

	

hahad chosen me . That this space had made, a
very least one shoald,ei

	

f life is

	

,that

	

lost,

	

you're just

	

totally

	

bored

	

with

	

theo

	

he

	

decision at same point that I should come
you're actually syin

	

w J	're °saying,

	

and wuh il woulda

	

situation

	

tnd . YYou'rey

	

,

	

t, ou

	

re

	

into that space. Of course } realize whenR, ,~ Y
and you're, acctu,ai!y

	

tahm'ku'

	

what you're

	

dts.satish od being where you are .

	

you start to think about things that way
trig. That's not &ve

	

bi demand .

	

Someplace else will give me what 1 really1't,

	

g d

	

8

	

,

	

people would assume you've gone a little
Space

	

Walk. Well, the camera is on a

	

want.

	

crazy. It tends to be insanity if there's not a
doll

	

which is a thin',that moves around a

	

It is boring if you demand that it he

	

full understanding. Ifyour understanding s
roc

	

rig is
and it holds a camera nice

	

something else . If you demand that itand

	

son,

	

be

	

incomplete coif you make one mistake, it's
eady,-, but it also makes it m'obile . So I'm

	

itself then it is not boring . 5toat that point,st

	

insanity . The actuality is both insane and
walking around the room with the camera

	

I

	

start realizin

	

or thinkin about theg

	

g

	

g

	

sane at the same time . Then in your case,
with my eve la the camera looking at

	

audience's anxiety, apdd trying to change it's not insanity because it's a performance .
cverthing that is in the roatyt" I go through

	

from, my own anxiety, The idea that I'm

	

I think that's what. makes it work . It's
the

	

room

	

very

	

slowlIvoking

	

at , showing thctn,tbt± wale thing, again and

	

like if you see Jason Robards or somebody
ev

	

hin8. Then I come ;a, pt!lt ,round the

	

again. Flow they would'ht upset by seeing

	

like that and the

	

to a made rage, on
gther, lode and go back clot`,

	

'

	

It takes

	

the same thing again and agtun. Then I get

	

television or whoever you sec them . The
a

	

' t .a half an hour to

	

'm

	

u

	

with the audience for coming to seebpJt,

	

i,

	

upset

	

g

	

more convincing that they arc totally mad
talk'

	

_about in that'

	

something which they didn't care about,'i

	

souk

	

,

	

at that given moment. the more satisfying
-in

the spac

	

°Goth-

	

wtiich '

	

didn't want to see in the first'c

	

the performance is . But after it is over, then
`lc t"ihhjust

	

pae.omtAv,

	

qty space, wen tey

	

presumably the person is not mad, but
I~live

	

would never

	

,

	

into their space. But

	

maybe they
pace,

	

are.
'

	

" " ttog'the

	

me into tnv spacewB

	

~

	

I ;Y were

	

find that the main difficulty with
not

	

and look at what's happening in my space

	

theater or performances is that the struc-
thatthe

	

an4ic bored with.what's happening in my

	

ture or very nature of performances con-
sPagow'l

	

ttltey never-gave me an inch for

	

vinces you that somebody is just perfor-
bQdy

	

theft sp9

	

'

	

ming, acting ; playing a role, faking it .
1~'goes on in that kind of way,'building

	

When

	

in

	

actuality they

	

should

	

not be
alt it

	

upto the point where the process of doing it

	

performing, but releasing tg very immediate
s it

	

bccomcs part of the experience as tag why

	

mental

	

state

	

or

	

consciousness,

	

cutting
standing Qrt the floor,

	

youcontinue doing it . It's an idea originally

	

through into their reality. It's the problem
is tip or down . Does it

	

of a way'to see if I_could sense the space.

	

of not understanding what you're doing, in
all to me Is there any

	

But after you're into it IS Or Zt) minutes,

	

terms of showing people something . It's,P.senw~atway of thinking'ahout

	

thW ea; , is not important anymore, What

	

just making it another trip . . .
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